Avvo Legal Services Walk-Through
“Access to justice” is a widely acknowledged problem. With only 12% of small businesses hiring lawyers
to address legal problems, and nearly 70% of civil defendants choosing to represent themselves pro se,
there’s little question that the legal profession has a great deal of work to do in order to rise to the
challenge of making access to legal services easy and predictable. Avvo Legal Services is a program
designed to solve this problem. Avvo’s belief is that by offering a marketplace of easy-to-understand,
fixed-price legal services – all fulfilled by local attorneys – the consumers and small businesses in this
latent market can start getting the legal help they need. And that’s a good thing for consumers and
lawyers alike.
Regarding the Rules of Professional Conduct
We’ve built Avvo Legal Services with an eye to the Rules of Professional Conduct – but with an
important caveat: we have not done so simply focusing on technical compliance, but rather by looking
always to the consumer- and client-protective purpose of the RPCs, and building our service to be
maximally client-friendly. Please note that while this walk-through doesn't include the First Amendment /
antitrust law analysis supporting our position, we are happy to provide or discuss at any time.
How the Avvo Legal Services Marketplace Works
Choosing Services
Avvo makes available a variety of fixed-price, unbundled legal services. Avvo is not the provider of these
services, but rather the facilitator of a marketplace through which local attorneys can serve more clients.

Any attorneys who meet Avvo’s criteria1 may participate in offering these services. Attorneys can sign up
to provide any services (on a service-by-service basis) offered within their licensed state and any practice
area included in their Avvo profile. Thus, for example, an attorney whose profile indicates they practice
50% Family law and 50% estate planning could offer Avvo Legal Services in those practice areas, but not
in business or criminal law. Attorneys can toggle their service offerings “on” or “off” at any time through
their Avvo dashboard. This makes it easy for participating attorneys to ensure they are only offering
services they are competent to perform, and are not selling at a volume beyond what they can handle.
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At present these criteria include a minimum Avvo Rating, minimum client review score, and a licensing record
clean of public disciplinary sanctions.
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Potential clients can access the available services in a variety of ways. The primary method is through
Avvo’s marketplace pages (found at https://www.avvo.com/legal-services), but services can also be
accessed directly from the profile pages of participating lawyers, or – for Avvo’s 15-minute paid
consultation product – by having Avvo connect the buyer with the first available attorney in their practice
area.2
Importantly, at no point in this process is Avvo recommending or referring a lawyer to a potential client.
We are simply facilitating a marketplace where consumers can choose amongst all of the participating
providers. Or they can simply toggle over to our directory – which features virtually every licensed
attorney in the U.S. – and reach out to discuss full-scope representation with any attorney they choose.
Buying Services
To purchase the chosen service, the potential client enters some basic details of their legal issue, their
phone number and credit card information. The form that potential clients complete on Avvo indicates the
fact that the legal services provided are limited in scope, and specifies what is included in a package, and
what is not. We also encourage attorneys to clearly explain the parameters of the services being provided,
and to provide any additional information that may help clarify the scope of the attorney-client
relationship. This is the statement users see prior to completing the Avvo Legal Services sign-up form:

Providing Services
Avvo provides the lawyer with the potential client’s name and the information entered about the matter,
as well as a tracking phone number that rings through to the phone number entered by the potential client.
The lawyer then connects with the potential client via the tracking phone number (Avvo asks that
participating attorneys do so within one business day of receiving the inquiry); Avvo can track whether
the call is completed, and the duration of the call. Avvo cannot listen in on the content of these calls.
Most current Avvo legal services are designed to be handled in a single phone call. We encourage
attorneys to do a number of things when engaging with the client on this phone call:

In this case, Avvo sends a notification to all participating attorneys who are licensed in the user’s state and have
indicated they provide the Avvo Legal Service chosen by the potential client. The potential client is connected to the
first attorney to respond.
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check for conflicts in the same manner they would any potential client who contacted them in the
ordinary course.
Let the client know if the attorney has a fee agreement, and email that to the client (we encourage
attorneys to create Avvo Legal Services-specific fee agreements).
Ensure that the Avvo Legal Service purchased is appropriate for the client’s needs, and if it is not
to either refer them back to Avvo or up-sell the client to more advanced services or full-scope
representation, provided directly by the attorney.

How the Payments Flow
Once a call of at least 8 minutes has been completed, Avvo charges the user’s credit card for the full
amount of the Avvo Legal Service package purchased. Avvo will refund the fee paid by a consumer if the
services paid for are not delivered, or if the consumer is not satisfied. In the latter case, Avvo will make
such a refund proactively, without waiting to collect the fee back from the attorney.3
At the beginning of each month, Avvo pays each participating attorney all of the legal fees generated
from Avvo Legal Services in the previous month. This payment is made by ACH transfer directly into the
account designated by the attorney; this can be either the attorney’s trust or operating account.4
Once a month, Avvo charges attorneys a separate marketing fee for each service completed in the prior
month. This marketing fee varies depending on the service purchased; no fee is charged for legal services
calls resulting in refunds. This fee is taken by ACH transfer from the attorney’s operating account.
Conclusion
We hope this walk-through is helpful in understanding the mechanics of Avvo Legal Services, and how it
has been designed to meet the needs of consumers of legal services and the consumer-protective goal of
the Rules of Professional Conduct.
More Questions? Contact:
Josh King
Chief Legal Officer
Avvo, Inc.
josh@avvo.com
(206) 734-4113
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Under Avvo's satisfaction guarantee, Avvo will work with the client to replace the lawyer or refund their money.
While Avvo may look to the attorney to refund fees to Avvo (in cases where the attorney is at fault), Avvo takes on
the cost of first refunding the client’s money.
4
We offer this optionality because the vast majority of Avvo Legal Services involve fees that are fully earned
before the client’s credit card is even charged. Attorneys exclusively offering such services can more cleanly and
easily abide by comingling restrictions by not having such earned funds flow through their trust accounts at all.
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